COOK
Off The Grid

Brought to you by:

Off The… What?
Off the grid! Electricity-free! People-powered!
Whatever you want to call it, these delicious recipes can be recreated
anywhere... in your classroom, in the playground, in a tent! It’s accessible, costeffective, healthy and most importantly, super-duper yummy. But first, let’s talk
about the “why”…. let’s talk about energy.
It takes lots of energy to provide the things we use in our everyday lives (food,
cars, houses, clothes, computers) – when we talk about energy use, we usually
refer to energy inputs or resources, and outputs or products.

Energy is the fuel needed to create a product or make something
happen: to move, to change or to grow. Energy is expensive to
produce (for the planet, and for our wallet).
Quick Demonstration Idea:
Ask for two volunteers. Ask one to do jumping jacks and one to slightly
bend their knees up and down (or an equivalent, low energy activity).
Which one is using more energy? What are the inputs being used here?
What are the outputs we can see?

Source: Energy Detectives FoodShare Workshop, www.foodshare.net/program/educator
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Where Does Our Energy Come From?
Here in Canada, our energy comes from a combination of “renewable” and
“non-renewable” sources. About 34% of the energy produced in Canada is
used in the home, second only to industrial use, at about 40%.
So, all this to say, we can make a difference - me, you, your students, your
colleagues, parents at home - all of us together!

For More Energy-Related Lesson Plans:
• FoodShare’s FoodPrints & Energy Detectives Workshops:
www.foodshare.net/program/educator
• Ontario EcoSchools: www.ontarioecoschools.org
• EcoSource: www.ecosource.ca

Source: Natural Resources Canada,www.nrcan.gc.ca
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So, What’s Food Got To Do With It?
Quite a bit, actually. For example, we need energy to:
‣ Grow Food: Sun or artificial light, water, pesticides, insecticides and fertilizers

or compost

‣ Harvest Food: Farm machinery, farm workers (human power)
‣ Process Food: Factory machines, packaging, wrapping, chopping, blending,

cooking, freezing

‣ Transport Food: Fuel for trucks, trains, planes, boats, cars and bikes
‣ Store Food: Fridge, freezer, grocery store (needs lights, music, heat)
‣ Fuel Our Bodies: Energy in the form of calories

Our “Food System”, everything you just read, plus everyone
involved in it, is a complicated, energy-consuming (and
producing) system.
So…. What now?

6 Ways We Can All Reduce Our Food-Related Energy Consumption:
When possible,
1. Choose foods that have had minimum processing and use minimum
packaging
2. Choose foods that have used less chemicals and pesticides to grow
3. Choose human power instead of machines or electricity (e.g. when
mixing, when chopping, including raw or uncooked foods)
4. Choose foods that have been grown or produced locally to you (less
energy needed for travel)
5. Ride or walk to the store to purchase your food
6. Shop at a farmers market
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What You Need
To Make Hummus In A Bag:
2 clean, ziplock plastic bags (recommend medium-large in size)
Canned chickpeas
‣ Olive oil
‣ Tahini (can omit for sesame allergies)
‣ Lemon Juice
‣ Salt and Pepper
‣ Utensils: Colander, knife and cutting board (if using fresh lemon), can
opener, measuring spoons, scissors, rolling pin (optional)
Optional additions/substitutions:
- Spices: cumin, paprika, chili, garlic powder, coriander or curry...
- Herbs: finely chopped parsley, cilantro, basil or chives…
- Other Cooked Veggies: roasted garlic, sweet potato, beet (preblended), butternut squash, navy beans, roasted peppers...
‣
‣

To Make Fresh Salad Rolls:
‣

2 leaves of collard greens, kale, chard or lettuce per wrap

‣

Hummus (see “Hummus in a Bag”)

‣

Microgreens and/or sprouts

‣

Raw carrot, grated

‣

Raw beet, skin removed, grated

‣

Raw red or yellow peppers, thinly sliced

‣

Utensils: Grater, cutting board and knife, colander, toothpicks

Optional additions:
-

Condiments/Dipping Sauce: mustard, hot sauce, yoghurt-based garlic
sauce, plain yoghurt, pickles...
Higher-Protein Foods: grated cheddar cheese, crumbled feta cheese,
sliced, firm tofu, sliced olives, slivered almonds, sesame seeds...
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Recipe: Hummus In A Bag
Better do some stretches before you start this recipe! Hummus in a bag needs
serious muscle power... The more you mash, push and smush it, the smoother
the texture - so let’s get limber!
This recipe is for one hummus bag, which can be for each student, or students
working in pairs or threes. Don’t forget to talk about the energy inputs here!
What To Do:
1. Open your can of chickpeas, drain and rinse.
2. Take one ziplock bag, and insert into the other. This will protect for any bag
breakages or leakage.
3. Pour chickpeas into the inner ziplock bag. Don’t overfill, about ⅓ to ½ full is
great.
4. Add one tablespoon each of olive oil, tahini (if using) and lemon juice.
5. Add a pinch of salt and pepper (or more, to taste).
6. Add in any other herbs, spices or vegetables you choose.
7. Push as much air out of the inner ziplock bag as you can. Seal it up tightly.
8. Do the same for the outer ziplock bag.
9. Push, mash, smush the bag using your hands, a rolling pin, full can of
chickpeas (or similar), until the contents looks fairly smooth and combined
well enough to eat.
10. Remove the outer ziplock bag and set aside to re-use later.
11. Using scissors, snip a small corner off the bottom of what was your
inner ziplock bag (the one with the hummus in it).
12. Squeeeeeeze hummus out and enjoy!
Recipe Adapted From: www.campfireak.org
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Recipe: Fresh Salad Rolls
So, what do you do with all that delicious, freshly-made hummus? We have a
great idea, slather it on these tasty raw salad rolls! The smooth(ish?), creamy
hummus is the perfect addition to this crunchy, munchy, for-your-lunchy wrap.
What To Do:
1. Wash and dry all of your produce. Grate the beet and carrot, thinly slice
the peppers.
2. Prep the leaves to make the “case” for your wrap. Remove the thick
middle stem of your leaf if you think it may be inedible as-is. If it’s thin, it
can stay put. You can toss removed stems into the compost or use them
to make a veggie stock later!
3. Lay your leaves on the cutting board so they overlap and leave no gaps.
You’ll likely have four halves of a leaf to work with (if you had to remove
both stems). So, you can have two side-by-side, with another two overlaid
on top (but upside down) for maximum strength.
4. Fill the bottom third of what, right now, looks like a leaf plate, leaving
some gaps at either side. For this recipe, we’re using:
I.

1-2 Tablespoons of hummus (from a bag)

II.

1 Tablespoon microgreens or sprouts

III. ⅓ cup grated, raw carrot
IV. ⅓ cup grated, raw beet
V. 3-4 thin slices of raw pepper
5. Roll from the bottom up, tightly tucking in both sides as you
go. Secure with a toothpick (or two) and store in the fridge if
you don’t plan to eat them right away. Cut in half before
serving, with or without a dipping sauce.
Recipe Adapted From: www.abbeyskitchen.com
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Inspiration: Fresh Salad Rolls
Here’s few pictures we gathered for you to better illustrate the construction of
your Fresh Salad Rolls, and maybe even inspire your presentation techniques
too!

Images Sourced: www.foodbybram.com & www.kelseyksather.com
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Lesson Extensions
Field to Table Schools is our award winning food literacy program, bringing
good food education to schools across Toronto. You wouldn’t believe how kids
light up when they experience our hands-on activities, workshops, events and
growing projects. From compost and gardening to cooking and tasting to food
justice and serene nature connections, our workshops engage students from JK
to Grade 12.
All our workshops are tried-and-tested, with strong curriculum connections and
open source, shareable resources for educators. Download, adapt and try
them out with your class today!
Visit www.foodshare.net/program/educator to see connections to this lesson
plan and much more!

Highlights include:
- Taste Testing & Graph
- Signature Salads &
Adaptations
- Herbalicious in a Hurry
...and much more!
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Ontario Curriculum
Connections
Grade

Subject Area

Connections
Understanding Matter and Energy - Light and Sound
Demonstrate an understanding of light and sound as forms of

Science &
Technology

energy that have specific characteristics and properties. (O)
3.1 Identify a variety of natural light sources and artificial light
sources. (S)

Number Sense and Numeration
Mathematics

4

- Demonstrate and explain the concept of equivalent fractions
using concrete materials.

Healthy Living - Healthy Eating
Demonstrate the ability to apply health knowledge and living skills
to make reasoned decisions and take appropriate actions relating
to their personal health and well-being. (O)
Health &
Physical
Education

Demonstrate the ability to make connections that relate to health
and well-being – how their choices and behaviours affect both
themselves and others, and how factors in the world around them
affect their own and others’ health and well-being. (O)
C3.1 Identify ways of promoting healthier food choices in a
variety of settings and situations. (S)

Understanding Earth and Space Systems - Conservation of Energy
and Resources
Analyse the immediate and long-term effects of energy and
resource use on society and the environment, and evaluate
5

Science &
Technology

options for conserving energy and resources. (O)
Investigate energy transformation and conservation. (O)
Demonstrate an understanding of the various forms and sources
of energy and the ways in which energy can be transformed and
conserved. (O)
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Grade

Subject Area

Connections
1.1 Analyse the long-term impacts on society and the
environment of human uses of energy and natural resources,
and suggest ways to reduce these impacts. (S)
1.2 Evaluate the effects of various technologies on energy

Science &
Technology
(continued)

consumption and propose ways in which individuals can
improve energy conservation. (S)
3.1 Identify a variety of forms of energy and give examples from
everyday life of how that energy is used. (S)
3.2 Identify renewable and non-renewable sources of energy.
(S)

Number Sense and Numeration
5

Mathematics

- Demonstrate and explain the concept of equivalent fractions
using concrete materials.

Healthy Living - Healthy Eating
Demonstrate the ability to apply health knowledge and living skills
to make reasoned decisions and take appropriate actions relating
to their personal health and well-being. (O)
Health &
Physical
Education

Demonstrate the ability to make connections that relate to health
and well-being – how their choices and behaviours affect both
themselves and others, and how factors in the world around them
affect their own and others’ health and well-being. (O)
A1.1 Actively participate in a wide variety of program activities,
according to their capabilities, while applying behaviours that
enhance their readiness and ability to take part (S)

Understanding Matter and Energy - Electricity and Electrical
Devices
Evaluate the impact of the use of electricity on both the way we
live and the environment (O)
6

Science &
Technology

1.1 Assess the short- and long-term environmental effects of the
different ways in which electricity is generated in Canada,
including the effect of each method on natural resources and
living things in the environment. (S)
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Grade

Subject Area

Connections
Healthy Living
Demonstrate the ability to apply health knowledge and living skills
to make reasoned decisions and take appropriate actions relating
to their personal health and well-being. (O)

6

Health &
Physical
Education

Demonstrate the ability to make connections that relate to health
and well-being – how their choices and behaviours affect both
themselves and others, and how factors in the world around them
affect their own and others’ health and well-being. (O)
C2.1 Apply their knowledge of medical, emotional, practical,
and societal factors that influence eating habits and food
choices to develop personal guidelines for healthier eating. (S)
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